
**Topic: Immigration Death**

- In this article it talks about the deaths with immigrants crossing the border illegally. Many of these immigrants contract smugglers to guide them into the dessert to find their way into the United States of America. Not knowing that their destination could lead them into death and danger. Unfortunately many of these deaths that occur while immigrants usually men cross the border in search of a better life. It's sad to say but many of the immigrants die before crossing and with them the illusion and dream of a better life for them and their families dies.

**Assessment:**

This first article is about the bracero program and its related to the narrative 13. It talks about the bracero program being a part of his grandfathers life and because of that being here in the United States of America. It strengths of the source are that it explains how it all started and why the program was successful. The weakness of the article was that it didn't mention why it was beneficial to the U.S. to have immigrant labor workers instead of Americans. Overall the importance is that the bracero program gave many immigrants work and money to have a better life.

In the second article it talks about immigrants dying on the journey they make to cross the border in search of the better life. Death has a big impact on very one especially immigrants
and their families it changes them completely because they leave behind a family that depends on them to go in search of a better life. It relates to the narratives 9 because it talks about death of a important person that was her dad. This impacted her economically because her mother struggled to maintain the household stable. It also relates to my narrative because I talk about how my great grandfathers dead impacted my grandfather making him take on responsibilities that didn't belong to him. The strengths of the article is that it talks about a real situation that happened. The weakness was that it doesn't describe in detail the way it affects the whole immigrant family.